Installer Configuration Tool Guide: REbus Beacon™
For X7600/X11400 series inverters with Beacon

Introduction

The Installer Configuration Tool allows configuration and provisioning of new Pika Energy Island systems. The interface ensures system compliance with regulation requirements. The interface is only available on Pika Energy systems with a Beacon installed. For Beacon installation and operation instructions, see the REbus™ Beacon Operational Manual.

Accessing the Configuration Tool

To access the Installer Configuration Tool, first navigate to the Beacon page on the inverter front control screen. Select the ‘InstallerTool’ item from the menu, and click ‘Confirm’. This will activate the Beacon's wifi network. Use your smartphone or laptop to connect to the wifi network titled ‘REbus_Beacon_XXXX’ (where XXXX is the last 4 digits of the Beacon's RCP number). The password for this network is listed on the back of the beacon in the inverter. The beacon is mounted to the inside of the inverter housing; unstick it to view the password.
Open a web browser to the URL ‘10.10.10.10’. You should now see the Installer Configuration Tool.
Setting Energy Island Configuration

To configure the Pika Energy Island, navigate to the Inverter tab and click on ‘Energy Island Configuration’. Select the appropriate configuration settings and then click on ‘Submit’ to apply them. This must be done for each inverter shown in the menu. Note that the settings entered will not take effect until the ‘Submit’ button is clicked.
Setting Utility Compliance

Note: The inverter must be disabled before changing utility compliance settings

To set an inverter to comply with a particular utilities requirements, navigate to the Inverter tab and click on ‘Utility Compliance Configuration’. Select the appropriate standard from the dropdown and then click ‘submit’. This will configure the inverter to meet the respective requirements. This must be done for each inverter shown. Note that the settings entered will not take effect until the ‘Submit’ button is clicked. After setting the utility compliance, do not forget to enable the inverter. This can be done from the ‘Energy Island Configuration’ page.

It is important to verify that after clicking Submit the ‘Compliance Selection’ shows the desired compliance rule. If the inverter is enabled, the system will not be able to adjust the proper settings. Please disable the inverter prior to setting utility compliance by navigating to the ‘Energy Island Configuration’ page or from the touchscreen interface on the inverter.
Activating the Warranty

To activate the system's warranty, click on the 'Activate Warranty' link on the navigation menu. Fill out the fields, and then click 'Next'. The User fields must be accurate to the purchaser of the system in order for the warranty to be honored. The warranty information must not be submitted until the system is properly configured.
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When you click 'Next', an email will be generated that you must submit to Pika Energy in order to register this installation.
When you click 'Next', the Beacon will automatically attempt to register your system. In the event that the Beacon does not have internet connectivity, you will be prompted to send the registration data to Pika via email. Send this email to the pika team without modification. Upon review of the email verifying that the information is accurate, Pika will activate the warranty for this system. If your email browser did not automatically open to this email, you must copy the encoded data from the app and email it to registrations@pika-energy.com

```
{
  "inverters": [
    {
      "Elconfig": {
        "fixed": [],
        "ActSysMode": 127,
        "CTTrig": 0,
        "CIRDisp": 0,
        "Conn": 1,
        "GPLMCn": null,
        "GPLMRate": null,
        "islandEner": 1,
        "PLMCn": 6,
        "PLMEna": 1,
        "Prod": null,
        "SBSink": 0,
        ""},
```

---

Pika Energy System Registration

registrations@pika-energy.com

Warranty Submission Email. Send this email to Pika Energy as is. Your system information required for warranty application is encoded below.
Proof of Compliance

To generate a proof of compliance PDF, click on the ‘Compliance PDF’ link from the navigation menu. The PDF validates whether the system has been set up to conform to a particular utility compliance ruleset. Please double check that the system is configured properly by observing the 'In compliance with' line in the PDF. If your utility requires proof of correct configuration, save this PDF and send it to your utility. We recommend that you keep a copy on file as well.